version v1. Colombeau solutions to Einstein field equations. Gravitational singularities. Jaykov Foukzon jaykovfoukzon@list.ru Center for Mathematical Sciences, Israel Institute of Technology,Haifa,Israel I.Introduction . 1.1. Colombeau algebra of Colombeau generalized functions. In contemporary mathematics, a Colombeau algebra of Colombeau generalized functions is an algebra of a certain kind containing the space of Schwartz distributions. While in classical distribution theory a general multiplication of distributions is not possible, Colombeau algebras provide a rigorous framework for this. Remark 1.1.1.Such a multiplication of distributions has been a long time mistakenly believed to be impossible because of Schwartz' impossibility result, which basically states that there cannot be a differential algebra containing the space of distributions and preserving the product of continuous functions. However, if one only wants to preserve the product of smooth functions instead such a construction becomes possible, as demonstrated first by J.F.Colombeau [1],[2]. As a mathematical tool, Colombeau algebras can be said to combine a treatment of singularities, differentiation and nonlinear operations in one framework, lifting the limitations of distribution theory. These algebras have found numerous applications in the fields of partial differential equations, geophysics, microlocal analysis and general relativity so far. Basic idea. Definition 1.1.1. The algebra moderate functions CM n on n is the algebra of families of smooth functions fx  fx0,1, x   n,  0, 1 (smooth regularisations) (where  is the regularization parameter), such that: (i) for all compact subsets K of n and all multiindices α, there is an N  0 such that xK sup  | |fx x11   xnn  ON,  0, 1. 1. 1 with addition and multiplication defined by natural way: fx  gx  fx  gx 1. 1. 2 and fx  gx  fx  gx. 1. 1. 3 Definition 1.1.2.The ideal Nn of negligible functions is defined in the same way but with the partial derivatives instead bounded by OεN for all N  0, i.e. xK sup  | |fx x11   xnn  ON,  0. 1. 1. 4 Definition 1.1.3.The Colombeau Algebra Gn [1],[2] is defined as the quotient algebra Gn  CM n/Nn. 1. 1. 5 Elements of Gn are denoted by: u  clu  u  Nn. 1. 1. 6 Embedding of distributions The space of Schwartz distributions Dn can be embedded into the Colombeau algebra Gn by (component-wise) convolution with any element φε of the algebra Gn having as representative a δ-net, i.e. a family of smooth functions φε such that φε  δ in Dn as ε  0. Remark 1.1.2.Note that the embedding  : Dn  Gn is non-canonical, because it depends on the choice of the δ-net. Example 1.1.1. Delta function δx  D for example has the following different representatives in Colombeau algebra G : 1 2 1  exp  x 2 4   G, 1 1 x sin x     G, 1   x2  2   G, 1 1 x2 sin2 x    G, 1. 1. 7 since 1 2 1  exp  x 2 4  δx, 1 1 x sin x    δx, 1   x2  2  δx, 1 1 x2 sin2 x   δx 1. 1. 8 in D as ε  0. Remark 1.1.2.However note that embedding Dn  Gn does not meant the equivalence of the Schwartz distributions and corresponding by embedding Colombeau generalized functions. In contrast with the Schwartz distributions Colombeau generalized functions has well defined walue at any point x  n these point values of the Colombeau generalized functions is the Colombeau generalized numbers. Example 1.1.2. Delta function δx ill defined at point x  0 since δ0  .However 1 2 1  exp  x 2 4  x0  1 2  1    , 1   x2  2  x0  1 1    . 1. 1. 9 where  is Remark 1.1.3. 1.2. The ring of Colombeau generalized numbers . Designation 1.2.1. We denote by  the ring of real, Colombeau generalized numbers. Recall that by definition   E/N where [],[] E  x   0,1 |a  0  0, 1  0|x |  a , N  x   0,1 |a  0  0, 1  0|x |  a . 1. 2. 1 Remark 1.2.1.Note that: (i) there exists natural embedding r :    such that for all r  , r : r  r, r  r, for all   1, 0, (ii) the ring  can be endowed with the structure of a partially ordered ring: for r, s  , r   s if and only if there are representatives r and s with r  s for all   1, 0. Definition 1.5.2.(i) Let   . We say that  is infinite small (but non zero) Colombeau generalized number and abbraviate    0 1. 2. 2 I.3.Colombeau solutions to nonlinear equations in general. During last 30 years the theory of Colombeau generalized solutions for linear and nonlinear partial differential equations many developed [1]-[]. Colombeau's method can yield generalized solutions for linear and nonlinear partial differential equations, which cannot be obtained for instance within the Schwartz distributions. To better understand the relevance of such generalized solutions, it is useful to consider not only m-th order nonlinear partial differential equation and their generalized solutions but also the specific solution methods within Colombeau's theory. Indeed, if in sufficiently particular or regular cases of initial and/or boundary values for instance, such solution methods yield generalized solutions closely related to the usual distribution, classical or analytic solutions, the respective solution methods-and their supporting theory-prove to be natural extensions of the earlier, more restricted methods, see review [2]. Generalized Einstein equation with Colombeau generalized energy-momentum density of the gravity source reads R ik,x  1 2 gik,xRx  Tik,x, 1. 3. 1 where clTik,x   G n. Or in the following form G,   R    1 2 R  T,   , 1. 3. 2 where T  is defined by T,    T, g 1. 3. 3 with T,    2g , Mg , 1. 3. 4 being the energy-momentum density of the distributional gravity source. I.4.Why Colombeau solutions in general relativity is needed. Recoll that in contemporary physical literature Colombeau solutions of the generalized Einstein field equations (1.3.1)-(1.3.2) originally were obtained only for the case []-[]: clTik,x   Tikx, 1. 4. 1 where Tikx  D4 and where  : D4  G4 is an embedding mentioned above, see Remark 1.1.2. We will be abbreviate: clTik,x   D 4 Designation 1.4.1.Let ux  G n and  : Dn  Gn is an embedding mentioned above.We will be abbreviate: clux   D n. 1. 4. 2 Remark 1.4.1.Note that (1.4.2) obviously meant that there exists a weak limit lim0 uxfxd4x 1. 4. 3 where f  D4. Remark 1.4.1.Note that in contemporary physical literature Colombeau solutions of the generalized Einstein field equations (1.3.2) originally were obtained by using an regularizations of the classical singular solutions obtained from classical Einstein field equations with T 0.These classical singular solutions many years mistakenly Example 1.4.1.[]In general relativity, many investigations have been made with regard to exact solutions of the Einstein equation and the singularity structure of space-time, but a distribution theoretical treatment of these space-times many years has not been developed sufficiently. This is the case even for the well-known Schwarzschild solution, which is given by, in the Schwarzschild coordinates x 0, r,,, ds2   1  a r dx 02  1  a r 1 dr2  r2d2  sin2d2 . 1. 4. 4 Here, a is the Schwarzschild radius a  2GM/c2 with G, M and c being the Newton gravitational constant, mass of the source, and the light velocity in vacuum Minkowski space-time, respectively. Obviously the fundamental tensor corresponding to ds2 has the components which is degenerate or singular at r  0, i.e. ds2 |r0  dx 02  0dr2  0d2  sin2d2 . 1. 4. 5 By using the Cartesian coordinates x 0, x 1, x 2, x 3, which are related to x 0, r,, through the canonical relation x 1  r cos sin , x 2  r sin sin , x 3  r cos , 1. 4. 6 the metric (1.4.4) reads ds2  ĝdx dx  , 1. 4. 7 where at points r 0 the metric ĝ is given by ĝ00  1  h , ĝ0  0 , ĝ     h1  h1 x x r2 , ,  1, 2, 3 1. 4. 8 with h  a/r. Well known that at points r 0   T0 0   h  r  h r2 ,   T0   0 ,   T 0  0 ,   T

 h  2  h  r  x x r2 h 2  h r2 , 1. 4. 9 where the hatted symbols   T  represent the quantity  T  in the coordinate system x ;  0, 1, 2, 3. Also, we have defined h  dh/dr and h  d2h/dr2. Remark 1.4.2. We extend now the quantity (1.4.7)-(1.4.9) in point r  0 as Colombeau generalized functions from Colombeau algebra G3.Regularizing now the function h  a/r as h  a/ r2  2 and the function x x r2 as x x r2  2 with   0, 1, we obtain the Colombeau generalized metric ds2  ĝ,dx dx   , 1. 4. 10 where ĝ00,   1  h , ĝ0  0 , ĝ ,     h1  h1 x x r2  2  , ,  1, 2, 3 1. 4. 11 and   T0 0 x;    a 2 r2  25/2  ,   T0  x;   0  ,   T 0 x;   0  ,   T

a2 2r2  25/2   x x r2  2  a2 r2  25/2  5 2   2 r2  2  , 1. 4. 12 where   T  x; stands for the regularized   T  . II.Generalized pseudo-Riemannian geometry 2.1.Colombeau Calculus on separable Hausdorff manifold. We use [],[],[] as standard references for the foundations and various applications of standard Colombeau theory. We briefly recall the basic Colombeau construction. Throughout the paper  will denote an open subset of n. Stanfard Colombeau generalized functions on  are defined as equivalence classes u  u of nets of smooth functions u  C (regularizations) subjected to asymptotic norm conditions with respect to   0, 1 for their derivatives on compact sets. The basic idea of classical Colombeau's theory of nonlinear generalized functions [],[] is regularization by sequences (nets) of smooth functions and the use of asymptotic estimates in terms of a regularization parameter . Let u0,1 with u  C M for all   ,where M a separable, smooth orientable Hausdorff manifold of dimension n. Definition 2.1.1.The Colombeau's algebra of generalized functions on M is defined as the quotient: GM  EMM/NM 2. 1. 1 of the space EMM of sequences of moderate growth modulo the space NM of negligible sequences. More precisely the notions of moderateness resp. negligibility are defined by the following asymptotic estimates (where XM denoting the space of smooth vector fields on M): EMM  u| KK  Mkk  NN   1,	,k1,	,k  XM pK sup |L1	Lk up| ON as   0 , 2. 1. 2 and NM  u| KK  M, kk  0qq  N 1,	,k1,	,k  XM pK sup |L1	Lk up| Oq as   0 . 2. 1. 3 Remark 2.1.1. In the definition the Landau symbol a  O appears, having the following meaning: CC  000  0, 1 0a  C. Definition 2.1.3. Elements of GM are denoted by: u  clu  u  NM. 2. 1. 4 Remark 2.1.2.With componentwise operations , GM is a fine sheaf of differential algebras with respect to the Lie derivative defined by Lu  clLu. The spaces of moderate resp. negligible sequences and hence the algebra itself may be characterized locally, i.e., u  GM iff u   GV for all charts V,, where on the open set V  Rn in the respective estimates Lie derivatives are replaced by partial derivatives. Remark 2.1.3.Smooth functions f  CM are embedded into GM simply by the "constant" embedding , i.e., f  clf, hence CM is a faithful subalgebra of GM. Definition 2.1.4.The GM-module of generalized sections in vector bundles-especially the space of generalized tensor fields Ts rM-is defined along the same lines using analogous asymptotic estimates with respect to the norm induced by any Riemannian metric on the respective fibers. However, it is more convenient to use the following algebraic description of generalized tensor fields Gs rM  GM  Ts rM , 2. 1. 5 where Ts rM denotes the space of smooth tensor fields and the tensor product is taken over the module CM. Remark 2.1.4.Thus generalized tensor fields are just given by classical ones with generalized coefficient functions. Many concepts of classical tensor analysis carry over to the generalized setting, in particular Lie derivatives with respect to both classical and generalized vector fields, Lie brackets, exterior algebra, etc. Moreover, generalized tensor fields may also be viewed as GM-multilinear maps taking generalized vector and covector fields to generalized functions, i.e., as GM-modules we have Gs rM  LMG10Mr,G01Ms;GM. 2. 1. 6 and detgab is invertible in the algebra of generalized functions. A generalized metric induces a GM-linear isomorphism from G01M to G10M and the inverse metric gab  gab1 is a well defined element of G02M (i.e., independent of the representative gab ). Also the generalized Levi-Civita connection as well as the generalized Riemann-, Ricciand Einstein tensor of a generalized metric are defined simply by the usual coordinate formulae on the level of representatives. 2.2.Point Values of a Generalized Functions on M. Colombeau Generalized Numbers. 2.3. Colombeau generalized curvilinear coordinates Let us consider the Colombeau generalized transformation from one generalized coordinate system, x0, x 1, x 2, x 3, to another generalized coordinate system x0, x 1, x 2, x 3 : transform according to the relation xi   f ix0, x1, x2, x3  , 2. 3. 1 where the fi  are certain Colombeau generalized functions and where Jx 0, x 1, x 2, x 3 Jx0, x1, x2, x3  x0, x1, x2, x3 x0, x1, x2, x3  0  2. 3. 1. a is the Jacobian of the Colombeau generalized transformation (2.3.1). Remark 2.3.1.When we transform the coordinates, their Colombeau differentials dxi  transform according to the relation dxi   xi xk dxk   xi xk  dxk. 2. 3. 2 Definition 2.3.1.Every tuple of four Colombeau quantities Ai , i  0, 1, 2, 3, which under a transformation (2.3.1) of coordinates, transform like the Colombeau coordinate differentials (2.3.2), is called Colombeau contravariant four-vector: Ai   xi xk Ak   xi xk  Ak. 2. 3. 3 Let  be the Colombeau scalar. Under a coordinate transformation (2.3.1), the four Colombeau quantities  xi  , i  0, 1, 2, 3 transform according to the formula  xi    xk xk xi    xk  xk xi  . 2. 3. 4 Definition 2.3.2.Every tuple of four Colombeau generalized functions A i, which, under a coordinate transformation (2.2.1), transform like the Colombeau derivatives of a scalar, is called Colombeau generalized covariant four-vector A i,  xk xi Ak,    xk xi  Ak,  . 2. 3. 5 Definition 2.3.3.We call the Colombeau generalized contravariant tensor of the second rank, Aik,any tuple of sixteen Colombeau generalized functions which transform like the products of the components of two Colombeau generalized contravariant vectors, i.e. according to the law Aik  xk xi xm xi A im,    xk xi xm xi  A im,  2. 3. 6 and a mixed Colombeau generalized tensor transforms as follows Ak, i   xi xl xm xk Am,l   xi xl xm xk  Am,l . 2. 3. 7 Remark 2.3.2.Note that the scalar product of two four-vectors Ai B i, is invariant since Ai B i,  xi xl xm xi AlBm,   xm xl AlBm,   AlB l,  . 2. 3. 8 The unit four-tensor ki is defined the same as in classical case: ki  0 for i k and k i  1 for i  k. If Ak is a Colombeau generalized four-vector,then multiplying by k i we obtain Akk i   A i , 2. 3. 9 i.e. again Colombeau generalized four-vector; this proves that ki is a tensor. Remark 2.3.3.The square of the Colombeau generalized line element ds2 in curvilinear coordinates is a quadratic form in the differentials dx i, i  0, 1, 2, 3 : ds2  gik,dx idxk  gik,dx idxk. 2. 3. 10 where the gik, are Colombeau generalized functions of the coordinates; gik, is symmetric in the indices i and k : gik,  gki,. 2. 3. 11 Definition 2.3.4.Since the (contracted) product of gik, and the contravariant tensor dx idxkis a scalar, the gik, form a covariant tensor; it is called the Colombeau generalized metric tensor. Definition 2.3.5.Two tensors A ik, and B ik are said to be reciprocal to each other if A ik,Bik  A ik, B ik  k i . 2. 3. 12 In particular the contravariant metric tensor is the tensor gik,reciprocal to the tensor gik ,that is, gik, g ik  k i . 2. 3. 13 The same physical quantity can be represented in contravariant or covariant components. It is obvious that the only quantities that can determine the connection between the different forms are the components of the metric tensor. This connection is given by the formulas: Ai   g ikAk,, A i,  gik,A k . 2. 3. 14 These remarks also apply to Colombeau generalized tensors. The transition between the different forms of a given physical generalized tensor is accomplished by using the metric tensor according to the formulas: Ak, i   g ilA lk,, A ik  g ilgkmA lm,,etc. 2. 3. 15 The completely antisymmetric unit pseudotensor in galilean coordinates we denote by e iklm.Let us transform it to an arbitrary system of Colombeau generalized coordinates, and now denote it by Eiklm. We keep the notation e iklm for the quantities defined as before by e0123  1 (or e0123  1).Let the x i, i  0, 1, 2, 3 be galilean, and the xi , i  0, 1, 2, 3 be arbitrary Colombeau generalized curvilinear coordinates. According to the general rules for transformation of Colombeau generalized tensors, we have Eiklm  xi x p xk x r xl x s xm x t  eprst, 2. 3. 16 or Eiklm  Jx 0, x 1, x 2, x 3e prst, 2. 3. 17 where Jx 0, x 1, x 2, x 3 0 is the determinant formed from the derivatives x i/x p, i.e. it is just the Jacobian of the Colombeau generalized transformation from the galilean to the Colombeau generalized curvilinear coordinates: Jx 0, x 1, x 2, x 3  xi x p xk x r xl x s xm x t   x0, x1, x2, x3 x 0, x 1, x 2, x 3  . 2. 3. 18 This Jacobian can be expressed in terms of the determinant of the Colombeau generalized metric tensor gik, (in the system x i ). To do this we write the formula for the transformation of the metric tensor: gik  xi x i xk x m  g0im, 2. 3. 19 where g0im  gim 0  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 2. 3. 20 and equate the determinants of the two sides of this equation. The determinant of the reciprocal tensor det gik  1/g. The determinant det|g 0im| 1. Thus we have 1/g  J 2x 0, x 1, x 2, x 3  , and so J2x 0, x 1, x 2, x 3  1/ g . 2. 3. 21 Thus, in curvilinear coordinates the antisymmetric unit tensor of rank four must bedefined as Eiklm  1 g e iklm 2. 3. 22 and its covariant components are E iklm,  g e iklm. 2. 3. 23 In a galilean coordinate system x i, i  0, 1, 2, 3 the integral of a scalar with respect to d   dx 0dx 1dx 2dx 3 is also a scalar, i.e. the element d  behaves like a scalar in the integration. On transforming to Colombeau generalized curvilinear coordinates xi , i  0, 1, 2, 3, the element of integration d  goes over into d  : J1 d  g d, 2. 3. 24 where d  dx 0dx 1dx 2dx 3. Thus, in Colombeau generalized curvilinear coordinates, when integrating over a four-volume the quantity g d behaves like an invariant. Remark 2.3.4.The element of "area" of the Colombeau generalized hypersurface spanned by three infinitesimal Colombeau generalized displacements is the contravariant antisymmetric Colombeau generalized tensor dSikl; the vector dual to it is gotten by multiplying by the tensor g e iklm, so it is equal to g dS,i   1 6 g e iklmdS kim. 2. 3. 25 Remark 2.3.5.Let dfikbe the element of two-dimensional Colombeau generalized surface spanned by two infinitesimal Colombeau generalized displacements, the dual Colombeau generalized tensor is defined as g dfik,    12 g e iklm df lm  . 2. 3. 26 We will be use the designations dS,i and dfki,   for e iklmdSkim and e iklm df lm  (and not for their products by g ). Remark 2.3.6.Note that the canonical rules for transforming the various integrals into one another remain the same, since their derivation was formal in character and not related to the tensor properties of the different quantities. Of particular importance is the rule for transforming the integral over a hypersurface into an integral over a four-volume (Gauss' theorem), which is accomplished by the substitution dSi, : d  xi  . 2. 3. 27 Remark 2.3.7.Note that for the integral of Colombeau generalized vector Ai  we have  Ai dSi,   A i xi d   A i xi  d. 2. 3. 28 This formula (2.3.28) is the generalization of Gauss' theorem. An integral over a two-dimensional surface is transformed into an integral over the hypersurface "spanning" it by replacing the Colombeau generalized element of integration dfik,   by the operator dfik,   : dSi, xk   dSk, xi  . 2. 3. 29 For example, for the integral of an antisymmetric Colombeau generalized tensor Aik we have

Aikdfik,   dSi, A ik xk   dSk, A ik xi   2 dSi, A ik xk  . 2. 3. 30 The integral over a four-dimensional Colombeau generalized closed curve is transformed into an integral over the surface spanning it by the substitution dxi  : df ki   xi  . 2. 3. 31 Thus for the integral of Colombeau generalized vector, we have:  A i,dxi   dfki A i, xi   1 2 df ik Ak, xi  dfik A i, xk  , 2. 3. 32 which is the generalization of Stokes' theorem. 2.4. Colombeau Generalized covariant derivatives In galilean coordinates the Colombeau generalized differentials dA i, of a vector A i, form the Colombeau generalized vector, and the derivatives A i,/x k  of the components of a vector with respect to the coordinates form the Colombeau generalized tensor. In Colombeau generalized curvilinear coordinates this is not so; dA i, is not a vector, and A i,/xk  is not the Colombeau generalized tensor.This is due to the fact that dA i, is the difference of vectors located at different (infinitesimally separated) points of space; at different points in space vectors transform differently, since the coefficients in the transformation formulas (2.3.3), (2.3.4) are Colombeau generalized functions of the generalized coordinates.Thus in order to compare two infmitesimally separated generalized vectors we must subject one of them to a parallel translation to the point where the second is located. Let us consider an arbitrary generalized contravariant vector ; if its value at the point x i is Ai , then at the neighboring point x i  dx i it is equal to Ai   dA i   A i  dAi . We subject the vector A i  to an infinitesimal parallel displacement to the point x i  dx i; the change in the vector which results from this we denote by Ai  Then the difference DA i  between the two Colombeau generalized vectors which are now located at the same point is DAi   dA i   A i . 2. 4. 1 The change Ai in the components of Colombeau generalized vector under an infinitesimal parallel displacement depends on the values of the components themselves, where the dependence must clearly be linear. This follows directly from the fact that the sum of two Colombeau generalized vectors must transform according to the same law as each of the constituents. Thus Ai  has the form Ai   kl, i Akdx l, 2. 4. 2 where kl,i  the are certain Colombeau generalized functions of the coordinates. Their form depends, of course, on the coordinate system; for a galilean coordinate system kl, i   0.From this it is already clear that the quantities kl, i  do not form Colombeau generalized tensor, since a tensor which is equal to zero in one coordinate system is equal to zero in every other one. In a curvilinear space it is, of course, impossible to make all the kl,i  vanish over all of space. But we can choose a coordinate system for which the kl,i become 0 over a given infinitesimal region. The quantities kl,i , are called generalized Christoffel symbols. In addition to the quantities kl, i  we shall later also use Colombeau generalized quantities i,kl, defined as follows i,kl,  gim,km, m . 2. 4. 3 Conversely, kl, i   g imm,kl,. 2. 4. 4 It is also easy to relate the change in the components of a covariant vector under a parallel displacement to the Christoffel symbols. To do this we note that under a parallel displacement, a scalar is unchanged. In particular, the scalar product of two vectors does not change under a parallel displacement. Let A i, and B i  be any covariant and contravariant vectors. Then from A i,B i   0  , we have Bi A i,  A i,Bi   kl, i BkA i,dx l 2. 4. 5 or, changing the indices, Bi A i,  il, k Bi Ak,dx l 2. 4. 6 From this, by the arbitrariness of the Bi  one obtains A i,  il, k Ak, dx l 2. 4. 7 which determines the change in a covariant vector under a parallel displacement. Substituting (2.4.2) and dAi   A i /x ldx l in (2.4.1), we have DAi   Ai x l   kl, i Ak  dx l. 2. 4. 8 Similarly, one finds for a covariant Colombeau generalized vector DA i,  A i, x l   il, k Ak, dx l. 2. 4. 9 The expressions in parentheses in (2.4.8) and (2.4.9) are Colombeau generalized tensors, since when multiplied by the vector dx l they give a vector. Clearly, these are the generalized tensors which give the desired generalization of the concept of a derivative to Colombeau generalized curvilinear coordinates. These Colombeau generalized tensors are called the Colombeau generalized covariant derivatives of the vectors Ai  and A i, respectively. We shall denote them by A ;k, i and A i;k,.Thus, DAi   A ;l, i dx l, DA i,  A i;l,dx l, 2. 4. 10 while the Colombeau generalized covariant derivatives themselves are A ; l, i   Ai x l   kl, i Ak  2. 4. 11 and A i; l,   A i, x l   il, k Ak,. 2. 4. 12 It is also easy to calculate the covariant derivative of the Colombeau generalized tensor. One gets the covariant derivative of the Colombeau generalized tensor Aik in the form A ; l, ik   Aik x l   ml, i Amk  ml, k Aim. 2. 4. 13 The covariant derivative of the Colombeau generalized mixed tensor Ak,i  and the Colombeau generalized covariant tensor A ik, has the form Ak; l, i   Ak,i x l   kl, m Am,i   ml, i Ak, m  2. 4. 14 and A ik; l,   A ik, x l   il,m Amk,  kl, m A im,. 2. 4. 15 correspondingly. If in a covariant derivative we raise the index signifying the differentiation, we obtain the so-called contravariant derivative. Thus, A i, ;k   gklA i;l,; A i;k  g klA ;l, i . 2. 4. 16 2.5. The relation of the Colombeau Generalized Christoffel symbols to the Colombeau Generalized metric tensor Let us show that the Colombeau generalized covariant derivative of the Colombeau Generalized metric tensor gik, is 0. To do this we note that the relation DA i,  gik,DA k  2. 5. 1 is valid for the generalized vector DA i, as for any generalized vector. On the other hand, A i,  gik,A k , so that DA i,  Dgik,A k   gik,DA k   A kDgik,. 2. 5. 2 Comparing with DA i,  gik,DA k , and remembering that the vector A k  is arbitrary, Dgik,  0. 2. 5. 3 Therefore the covariant derivative gik;l,  0. 2. 5. 4 Thus gik, may be considered as a constant under covariant differentiation.The equation gik;l,  0 can be used to express the Colombeau generalized Christoffel symbols kl,i  in terms of the Colombeau generalized metric tensor gik,. To do this we write in accordance with the general definition (2.4.9): gik;l,  gik, x l   gmk,il,m   gim,kl, m   gik, x l   k,il,  i,kl,  0. 2. 5. 5 Thus the derivatives of gik, are expressed in terms of the Colombeau generalized Christoffel symbols.f We write the values of the derivatives of gik, , permuting the indices i, k, l : gik, x l   k,il,  i,kl,, gli, xk   i,kl,  l,ik,, gkl, x i   l,ki,  k,li,. 2. 5. 5 Taking half the sum of these equations, we find i,kl,  1 2 gik, x l   gil, xk   gkl, x i  , 2. 5. 6 since i,kl,  i,lk,.From (2.5.6) we have for the symbols kl, i   g imm,kl, kl, i   1 2 gim gmk, x l   gml, xk   gkl, xm  . 2. 5. 7 2.6. The Colombeau Generalized Curvature Tensor In this subsection we derive the general formula for the change in a vector after parallel displacement around any infinitesimal closed contour . This generalized change  Ak,   can clearly be written in the form Ak, , where the Colombeau integral is taken over the given regular contour . Substituting in place of Ak,the expression (), we have  Ak,    kl, i xA ixdx l   , 2. 6. 1 where for any i, k, l  0, 1, 2, 3 : kl,i x  G 4, x  x0, x1, x2, x3, A ix  DG, G  4. Note that the vector A i which appears in the integrand obviously changes as we move along the contour . Definition 2.6.1.We will say that generalized change  Ak, exists in the sense of the Schwartz distributions if for any A ix  DG the limit: lim0 Ak, exists. Of course in this case obviously cl kl,i x  D G and cl Ak,   . For the further transformation of this Colombeau integral, we must note the following. The values of the vector A i at points inside the contour are not unique; they depend on the path along which we approach the particular point. However, as we shall see from the result obtained below, this non-uniqueness is related to terms of second order. We may therefore, with the first-order accuracy which is sufficient for the transformation, regard the components of the vector A i at points inside the infinitesimal contour  as being uniquely determined by their values on the contour itself by the formulas A ix  il, n xAn,xdx l , i.e., by the derivatives A i,x x l  il, n xAn,x. 2. 6. 2 Now applying generalized Stokes' theorem (Theorem 2.6.1) to the integral (2.6.1) and considering that the area enclosed by the contour has the infinitesimal value  fim, we get:  Ak,  1 2 km,i xA ix x l   kl,i xA ix xm   fim   1 2 A ix km,i x x l   A ix kl,i x xm   A ix x l km, i x  A ix xm  kl, i x  f im. 2. 6. 3 Definition 2.6.2.Colombeau generalized k-form ω on a differentiable manifold M is a smooth section of the bundle of alternating Colombeau generalized k-tensors on M. Equivalently, ω associates to each x  M an alternating Colombeau generalized k-tensor ωx,, in such a way that in any chart for M, the coefficientsωi1...ik, are Colombeau generalized functions. Theorem 2.6.1.(Generalized Stokes' Theorem) Let ω be Colombeau generalized differential form.Then the Colombeau integral of a differential form ω over the boundary of some orientable manifold   M is equal to the integral of its exterior Colombeau derivative dω over the whole of , i.e.,

 dω. 2. 6. 4 Proof. Immediately from the classical Stokes' Theorem and definitions. Example 2.6.1. For example, for the integral of Colombeau generalized vector A i,x we have  A i,dx i  

 df ki A i, xk   1 2 df ki  Ak, x i  A i, xk   1 2 df ki  Ak, x i  A i, xk   1 2 df ki  Ak, x i   A i, xk  , 2. 6. 5 where   and dfki   dxi dxk  dx kdxi is the infinitesimal element of surface which is given by the antisymmetric tensor of second rank dfki  . Substituting the values of the derivatives (2.6.2) into Eq.(2.6.3), we get  Ak,  1 2 Rklm, i xA i,x fim, 2. 6. 6 where Rklm,i x is a Colombeau generalized tensor field of the fourth rank: Rklm, i x  km,i x x l   kl,i x xm   ni,i xkm, n x  nm, i xkl, n x. 2. 6. 7 Definition 2.6.3.The tensor field Rkim,l x is called the distributional curvature tensor or the distributional Riemann tensor. Remark 2.6.1.Note that in general case for any i, k, l  0, 1, 2, 3 : cl Rklm,i x  G 4. Definition 2.6.4.We will say that the distributional Riemann tensor Rklm,i xexists in the sense of the Schwartz distributions if for any i, k, l  0, 1, 2, 3 and for any A ix  DG the limit: lim

G Rklm, i xA ixd4x 2. 6. 8 exists. Definition 2.6.5.We will say that the distributional Riemann tensor Rklm,i xexists in the classical sense at point x   if there exists standard part of point value of Colombeau generalized function Rklm,i x at point x  , i.e. st cl Rklm, i x   . Remark 2.6.2.It is easy to obtain a similar formula to (2.6.6) for a generalized contravariant vector Ak . To do this we note, since under parallel displacement a scalar does not change, that  AkBk,  0, where Bk, is any Colombeau generalized covariant vector. With the help of (91.3), we obtain  AkBk,   AkBk,  Ak Bk,  12 A kB i,Rklm, i f lm   Bk, Ak   Bk,  A k   1 2 A l R ilm, k f lm   0  2. 6. 9 or, in view of the arbitrariness of the vector Bk, 2.7. Properties of the distributional Curvature Tensor From the expression (2.6.5) it follows directly that x   the distributional curvature tensor is antisymmetric in the indices l and m : Rklm, i x  Rkml, i x 2. 7. 1 and therefore z  x  fin the following identity holds Rklm, i x  Rkml, i x. 2. 7. 1. a Obviously the following identity holds Rkim, l x  Rmkl, i x  R lmk, i x  0  2. 7. 2 In addition to the mixed distributional curvature tensor Rklm,i x, one also uses the covariant distributional curvature tensor R iklm,x  gin,xRklm, n x  gin,x Rklm, n x 2. 7. 3 Obviously the following expressions for R iklm,x holds R iklm,x  1 2 2gim,x xkx l   2gkl,x x ixm    2gil,x xkxm    2gkm,x x ix l   gnp, kl, n im, p   km, n il, p  2. 7. 4 From this expression it follows R iklm,x  Rkilm,x  R ikml,x, R iklm,x  R lmik,x. 2. 7. 5 For R iklm,x the following identity holds R iklm,x 2. 7. 6 . 2.8. The action functional for the gravitational field The action Sg  obviously must be expressed in terms of an scalar Colombeau integral taken over all space and over the time coordinate x0 between two given values,i.e. Sg   G g d   G g d. 2. 8. 1 In order to determine this Colombeau scalar we assume that the equations of the gravitational field must contain derivatives of the "potentials" no higher than the second order. Since the field equations are obtained by varying the action, it is necessary that the integrand G contain derivatives of gik, no higher than first order; thus G must contain only the tensor gik, and the quantities kl, l .However, it is impossible to construct an invariant from the quantities gik, and kl, l  alone.This is clear from the fact that by a suitable choice of generalized coordinate system we can always make all the quantities kl,l  zero at a given point. There is, however, the Colombeau scalar R(the generalized curvature of the four-space), which though it contains in addition to the gik, and its first derivatives also the second derivatives of gik,, is linear in the second order Colombeau derivatives. The action functional for the gravitational field reads

R g d  . 2. 8. 2 The invariant Colombeau integral (2.8.2) can be transformed by means of Gauss'theorem to the integral of an expression not containing the second derivatives. Thus Colombeau integral (2.8.2) can be presented in the following form

R g d   G g d    g w i x i d  , 2. 8. 3 where G contains only the tensor gik, and its first derivatives, and the integrand of the second integral has the form of a divergence of a certain quantity wl (the detailed calculation is given at the end of this section). According to Gauss' theorem, this second integral can be transformed into an integral over a hypersurface surrounding the four-volume over which the integration is carried out in the other two integrals. When we vary the action, the variation of the second term on the right vanishes, since in the principle of least action, the variations of the field at the limits of the region of integration are zero. Consequently, we may write  R g d    R g d    G g d  . 2. 8. 4 The left side is Colombeau scalar; therefore the expression on the right is also Colombeau scalar (the quantity G itself is, of course, not Colombeau scalar). The quantity G satisfies the condition imposed above, since it contains only the gik, and its Colombeau derivatives. Thus finally we obtain Sg    c3 16  G g d    c 3 16k  R g d  . 2. 8. 5 The constant is called the gravitational constant. The dimensions of follow from (2.8.5). Its numerical value is  6. 67  108sm3 gr1  sec2. Let us calculate now the quantity G of (2.8.5). From the expression for R ik,,we get g R   g g ikR ik,   g   gik ik,l x l   gik il,l xk   gikik, l lm, m   g ikil, m km, l  . 2. 8. 6 In the first two terms on the rhs of (2.8.6), we get g gik ik,l x l    x l g gikik,l   ik, l   x l g gik  g gik il,l xk    xk g gikil,l   il, l   xk g gik . 2. 8. 7 Dropping the total derivatives in the Eqs.(2.8.7), we find g G   im, m   xk g gik   ik, l   x l g gik . 2. 8. 8 By using now formulas (2.)-(2.), we find that the first two terms on the right are equal to g  multiplied by 2. 8. 9 Finally, we get G  gik im, m km, l   ik, l lm, m  . 2. 8. 10 Remark 2.8.1.Note that when the principle of least action is applied to a gravitational field, we 2.9.The distributional energy-momentum tensor. In this subsection we consider the general rule for calculatingthe energy-momentum tensor of any physical system whose action is given in the form of an Colombeau integral over four dimensional distributional spase time.This integral reads Sm,  1 c x gx d . 2. 9. 1 Using generalized Gauss' theorem, and setting gik  0 at the integration limits, one finds Sm, in the form,(see Remark 2.9.2): Sm,  1 c

 g  gik    x l  g   g ik x l  gik x l  gik d 2. 9. 2 We introduce now the notation 1 2 g Tik,    g  gik    x l  g   g ik x l  , 2. 9. 3 then Sm, reads Sm,  1 2c Tik, g g ikd    1 2c T ik g gik,d  , 2. 9. 4 note that Tik,gik  T ikgik, since g ikgik,  gik,g ik. Remark 2.9.1.In (2.9.1) we carry out now a transformation from the coordinates x i to the coordinates xi  x i  i , where the  i    are small quantities. Under this transformation the gik are transformed according to the formulas gikxi  g imxi  xi x l xk xm   gim l i  i x l  mk  k xm   gikx l  g im k xm   gkl i x l  , 2. 9. 5 were the tensor gikxiis a function of the x l, while the tensor g ik is a function of the original coordinates x l. In order to represent all terms as functions of one and the same variables, we expand gikx l  l  in powers of  l . Furthermore, if we neglect terms of higher order in l ,we can in all terms containing  l , replace g ik by gik. Thus we obtain gikx l  g ikx l   l  gik x l   gil k x l   gkl i x l  2. 9. 6 It is easy to verify by direct trial that the last three terms on the right can be written as a sum i;k  k;i of contravariant derivatives of the  i . Thus we finally obtain the transformation of the gik in the form gik  g ik  g ik, g ik   i;k   k;i. 2. 9. 7 For the covariant components, we obtain gik,    gik,  gik,, gik,  i;k,  k;i,, 2. 9. 8 so that, to terms of first order we satisfy the condition gil,gkl  i k. Remark 2.9.2.Since the action Sm, is a Colombeau scalar, it does not change under a transformation of coordinates.On the other hand, the change Sm, in the action under a transformation of coordinates can be written in the following form:let q denote the quantities defining the physical system to which the action Sm, applies. Under coordinate transformation the quantities q change by q. In calculating Sm,  Sm, we need not write terms containing the changes in q. All such terms must cancel each other by virtue of the "equations of motion" of the physical system, since these equations are obtained by equating to zero the variation of Sm, with respect to the quantities q. Therefore it is sufficient to write the terms associated with changes in the gik, . Using Gauss' theorem, and setting g ik  0 at the integration limits, one finds Sm, in the form of the Eq.(2.9.2). Remark 2.9.3.We note that the equations i;k   k;i  0 2. 9. 9 determine the infinitesimal generalized coordinate transformations that do not change the Colombeau generalized metric. These are called the distributional Killing equations. 2.10. The generalized gravitational field equations. We now proceed to the derivation of the equations of the gravitational field. These equations are obtained from the principle of least action Sm,  Sg   0, where Sm, and Sg are the distributional actions of the gravitational field and matter respectively. We now subject the gravitational Colombeau metric field, that is,the quantities gik, to variation. Calculating the variation Sg , we get  R g d    R g d    gikR ik, g d  

R ik, g gik   R ik,gik g   gik g R ik,  d. 2. 10. 1 From formula (), we obtain  g    1 2 g  g   1 2 g  gik,g ik. 2. 10. 2 Substituting Eq.(2.10.2) into Eq.(2.10.1), we obtain  R g d   R ik,  12 gik,R g g ikd    gik g R ik,d  . 2. 10. 3 Remark 2.10.1.Note that although the quantities kl,i  don't constitute a tensor, their variations kl,i  do form a generalized tensor, for kl, i Akdx lis the change in a vector under parallel displacement [see (85.5)] from some point P to an infinitesimally separated point P  and therefore kl,i Akdx lis the difference between the two vectors, obtained as the result of two parallel displacements (one with the unvaried, the other with the varied kl,i from the point P to one and the same point P .The difference between two vectors at the same point is a vector, and therefore kl,i   kl, i  is a generalized tensor. Let us use now a locally geodesic system of a generalized coordinates. Then at that point all the kl,i   0.With the help ofexpression (92.10) for the R ik,, we obtain (we remind that the first derivatives of the gik are now equal to 0) gikR ik,  g ik  x l ik, l    xk il, l   gik  x l ik, l   gil x l ik, k   wl x l  2. 10. 4 where wl   g ikik, l   g ilik, k . 2. 10. 5 Since wl is a generalized vector, replacing dw l /dx l by w; l, l  and using (86.9),we may write the relation we have obtained above, in any generalized coordinate system, in the form gikR ik,  1 g   x l g wl . 2. 10. 6 Therefore the second Colombeau integral on the right side of (2.10.3) is equal to
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